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Abstract  

Demographers and others often study the interaction between two types of individual-level 

behaviour, such as migration and childbearing. Unfortunately, one can get estimation bias if one 

compares childbearing before and after migration from data confined to migrants, say, as is sometimes 

done to see whether international migration disrupts fertility. Similar issues can arise in comparisons of 

union formation before and after first birth, marriage formation before and after home purchase, as well 

as in other comparisons of behaviour before and after an index event if one confines the study only to 

those who have experienced the index event. We point out that if one does this, then the study of 

behaviour before the index event actually conditions on the later arrival of the index event. This 

amounts to anticipatory analysis, which normally produces an estimation bias. In this paper we discuss 

this issue, provide a mathematical and graphical representation of it, and show how one can avoid 

estimation bias and get a meaningful (unconditional) comparison of behaviour before and after the 

index event provided the data contain enough information for both sub-periods. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

Demographers often study individual-level processes that develop in parallel and in interaction 

with each other. Some such pairs of interacting processes are migration and childbearing, marriage 

formation and childbearing, and marriage formation and home purchase; one can easily think of many 

more examples. In this paper we address the analytic danger involved in comparing fertility before and 

after geographic migration, marriage formation before and after entry into motherhood, marriage 

formation before and after the purchase of a home, and potential similar issues in mortality research. 

Such a conditional before-and-after analysis can be problematic, for there is a fundamental asymmetry 

between the analysis for the time before and the analysis for the time after the occurrence of an index 
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event when data are confined to those who experience that event. To be concrete we use the connection 

between childbearing and migration as our main vehicle of presentation, and show in particular that the 

analysis of childbearing shortly before an observed case of migration will underestimate the fertility of 

migrants in the sending population if the presence of a child hampers out-migration, while by contrast 

an assessment of the corresponding rate after migration correctly estimates the fertility of in-migrants 

in the population at the destination (unless some other problem interferes). The intensity estimate for 

the time before the index event turns out to be biased downwards in this case, but in other cases the 

bias is the reverse. For instance, the estimated rate of marriage formation shortly before a home 

purchase will be biased upward if only home-buyers are considered and if the home-purchase intensity 

is higher after marriage formation than before it. Only if the transition rates on the second behaviour 

(migration, say) are the same before and after the behaviour in focus (childbearing) can one be sure in 

general that there will be no such bias. Unfortunately one can rarely know or demonstrate whether a 

non-differentiality of this nature is present in the data. 

To handle general issues of this kind we employ a device that is now standard in several 

disciplines, and that represent individual behaviour as transitions between discrete states in a time-

continuous Markov chain, such as the transition from childlessness to motherhood. We have already 

used the name “intensity” for a theoretical rate of transition between two such states and thus have a 

brief and neutral term to denote what in the general theory of event-history analysis is often called the 

“instantaneous transition rate” (a name which is longer) or “hazard” or “risk” (which sound 

threatening). 

Studying behaviour (say childbearing) before and after an event on a different process (such as 

migration) involves conditioning on a time of occurrence on the second process. With such 

conditioning, time is centred on the index event (the geographical move) and the intensity of the other 

kind of event (childbearing) is estimated for times before and after the index event, perhaps counting 

occurrence times formally as negative when they occur before the index event and positive when they 
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appear after it, with the time of occurrence of the index event as the origin (zero-point) for a 

conditional pre-and-post-event analysis. Anticipating later generalization we shall call the behaviour to 

be analyzed ‘Process A’ (childbearing) and use the name ‘Process B’ for the behaviour on which one 

conditions (migration). The two processes play asymmetric roles in the statistical theory. [If it is hard to 

remember the respective roles of the two processes, it may help the user who knows Scandinavian  or 

German to keep track of them if we note that B is the first letter in the verb ‘betinge/betinga/bedingen’, 

which means to ‘condition’. A is of course the first letter in the word ‘analyze/analysere/analysieren’. 

These mnemotechnical rules have helped us during the work with this paper.] The question is how 

comparing childbearing intensities before and after migration in individual-level data confined to in-

migrants can produce a bias, and what the bias is. The purpose of the present paper is to warn against 

pitfalls involved in analyses of this nature, which often are motivated by the consideration of plans or 

intentions. We address the question whether one can safely disregard the biases if, for example, people 

buy a home because they intend to marry, if they marry because they intend to have children, or if they 

change their criminal behaviour because they intend to marry. Correspondingly, one may ask whether 

the intention to have a child after migration removes any bias in the fertility estimate for periods before 

migration. Unfortunately, introducing intentionality does not provide a solution to the biasing issue. 

While intentions may play an important role in the behaviour observed, it turns out that they cannot be 

used to remove estimation bias unless one possibly has direct individual-level information about 

intentions. Of course planning ahead is part of human nature, but considerable care must be taken to 

avoid the pitfalls of anticipatory analysis in the absence of real information about intentions because 

the analyst cannot distinguish between estimation biases and real behaviour. 

The present paper contributes to the already rich literature on observational design in event-

history analysis; see for instance Aalen et al. (1980), Courgeau and Lelièvre (1992, Chapters 5-6), 

Andersen et al. (1993), Blossfeld and Rohwer (2002, Chapter 6), and just recently Keiding (2013). In 

this tradition, Hoem and Kreyenfeld (2006) may be among the authors who most strictly have rejected 
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the practice of including unmeasured plans and unmeasured intentions to motivate conditional pre-and-

post-event analysis. In the present paper we spell out the reasons why in a novel manner and illuminate 

them with further examples. We add to the design literature by warning against conditioning on one 

behaviour in the analysis of another. We are not aware that anyone has addressed these issues in any 

generality before. 

2. Graphical representation 

Following a tradition going back to Fix and Neyman (1951) and Sverdrup (1965), we represent 

the two behaviours that act in interaction in a simplified form by the transition diagram in Figure 1, 

where as usual rectangles stand for statuses and arrows represent transitions between them. Let us 

concentrate on the first birth (Event A). The first-birth intensity at age t is 0( )tα  in the region of origin 

and is 1( )tα  for the same type of individual in the region of destination (after the migration). Corre-

spondingly 0( )tβ is the out-migration intensity at age t for a childless individual (in the region of 

origin) and 1( )tβ  is the corresponding out-migration intensity for a similar parent (in the same region). 

For clarity we have written the intensities beside the transitions that they are associated with in Figure1. 

We allow the intensities for each process to depend on what has happened in the other process up to the 

current moment (age t), in the sense that each intensity may change character after the occurrence of an 

event on the other process. Comparing 0( )tα and 1( )tα  is a solution to the issue of comparison of 

childbearing before and after (potential) migration. 
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Figure 1. Two processes developing in interaction.  

 Figure 1 in about here  

The classical way of collecting data to analyze the intensities is of course to follow a sample of 

individuals from some starting time and to observe all transitions between states in the state space until 

censoring, allowing all transitions to be possible. Normally such a procedure allows the analyst to study 

childbearing before and after migration without distortion by comparing (estimates of) 0α and 1α , as 

was done by Kulu (2005, 2006), Nedoluzhko and Andersson (2007), Hoem and Nedoluzhko (2008), 

and surely many others. It is unproblematic in principle to collect the data and carry out such a before-

and-after comparison if the populations of origin and destination are parts of the same overarching 

population and the migration is internal to the latter. However, complete observation may be 

impossible if the individuals live in a different population before than after migration, as will normally 

be the case for international migration. It is then tempting to base one’s analysis on the data for in-

migrants exclusively and to compare childbearing information for the migrants before and after they 
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migrate. With this observational scheme, childbearing information is only available conditional on the 

occurrence of migration by the same individuals. The pool of potential migrants will include both those 

who eventually migrated and those who did not. If migration and childbearing are interrelated, then in 

general there must be a problem with an analysis of childbearing solely among those who did migrate, 

for this cannot provide a portrait of the fertility of those who could have migrated, but did not. To spell 

it out, suppose that the childbearing counts and exposures (before and after migration) are only 

available for individuals who actually experience migration; for individuals who do not, childbearing 

occurrences and exposures are not observed. Estimating pre-migration fertility from data for the 

migrants alone must therefore produce fertility estimates that are lower than those in the overall pool of 

potential migrants if those who have given birth are the less likely to migrate. Below we display a 

formula which in principle makes it possible to assess how much lower the estimates will be (Formula 

3 in Section 4). 

Essentially, studying fertility in the sending population from data for out-migrants only is an 

event-history version of conditioning on the outcome (here: migration), a procedure that practitioners 

usually are advised to handle with great care in any type of analysis and normally to avoid if possible. 

Our purpose is to address issues concerning the analysis of such conditional data. 

It is tempting (and apparently is quite common practice, as the literature for our examples below 

shows) to treat the time of the conditioning event as an origin (“time zero”). Times that appear before 

the origin are naturally taken to be negative and times that appear after the origin are taken to be 

positive. We will show 

(a) that for periods after the conditional origin, intensity estimators of childbearing correctly 

provide unbiased estimates of the childbearing intensity 1( )tα , 

(b) while for periods before but close to the conditional origin, the rates are estimators of a 

quantity 0 1 0( ) ( ) / ( )t t tα β β , which in general may differ from 0( )tα .  
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Item (b) shows that there is little distortion of 0 ( )tα  at times shortly before migration if the 

migration intensity is largely independent of whether the first birth has occurred or not (in which case 

0 1( ) ( )t tβ β≈ ). Otherwise one must count on the possibility that the conditioning procedure may 

produce systematic distortion in the estimates of 0 ( )tα  produced for the time shortly before migration, 

as in Formula (5) in Section 4 below. In particular, if the out-migration intensity is lower for parents 

than for non-parents, such computations will underestimate the intensity 0 ( )tα  at times shortly before 

migration, since the estimate of 0 ( )tα  is systematically smaller than the true value 0 ( )tα . If parenthood 

hampers out-migration (i.e., if 1 0( ) ( )t tβ β< ), this will be the case even if real fertility is the same in the 

regions of origin and destination for the subpopulation observed.  

To facilitate reading, mathematical proofs of these statements are deferred to Section 4. In that 

general theory, our statements about the situation shortly before the conditioning event will show up as 

limits of estimation biases as process time approaches the time of occurrence of the conditioning event 

from below. In Formula (3) in the general theory in Section 4, we will display the estimation bias 

further back from the migratory event as well. In this argument we have assumed implicitly that all 

individuals are subject to the same set of intensities. This is of course a simplification, and we will 

consider various alternative specifications as we move along in our account. Before we get to that, 

however, we note that the same kind of issues arises whenever two interacting demographic behaviours 

or processes are studied in a conditional before-and-after schema. Section 3 contains a number of 

motivating illustrations, which we have already hinted at in our introduction. 

Issues of the same nature arise in any setting where interacting behaviours are studied.  
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3. Illuminating examples 

3a. Marriage and first birth 

Replicating a pattern noted in conditional before-and-after studies, Hoem and Kreyenfeld 

(2006) showed that conditioning on the time of first birth produces a cusp in the marriage intensity 

around the time of first birth in their German data, but that this is an artefact of the method of analysis 

and that it disappears and other patterns appear when childbearing (taken as Process B in our general 

theory) and marriage formation (Process A) are studied as two interacting processes, each in its own 

right. Conditioning on one process (B) and studying the other behaviour (A), conditional of the first, in 

some manner corresponds to taking Process B to be the cause of Process A in a situation where both 

processes are probably jointly determined by other features that are not observed by the analyst, such as 

the decision process of the individual or the couple. We would regard it as better practice, therefore, to 

study A and B together rather than to condition on one of them and run the risk of distortion.  

3b. The disruption of childbearing due to migration  

In the case of migrant fertility, some of the main existing theories revolve around issues of 

fertility 'disruption'. The fertility disruption hypothesis (e.g. Ford 1990; Hill and Johnson 2004; Kulu 

2005; Roig Vila and Castro Martín 2007) refers to a temporary discontinuity in childbearing among 

migrants that has no counterpart for non-migrants. This hypothesis holds that in the period just before a 

case of migration, during the migration process itself, and for some time following migration, 

childbearing is likely to be postponed or possibly forgone among migrants. Fertility disruption may 

occur as a result of spousal separation surrounding migration, or because of a difficult transition period 

in terms of time needed to prepare for migration, to settle into the destination society, and to find basic 

housing and employment. The theory further suggests that following temporary fertility disruption due 

to these causes, at least some of the fertility that was postponed may be made up during a period of 

fertility catch-up. If the analyst wants to test the disruption hypothesis, then some analysts hold that the 
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natural focus is on the fertility of migrants and not on the fertility of those who could have migrated, 

but did not. They therefore do not regard as relevant our warning regarding potentially biased estimates 

of fertility confined to the pool of migrants. In a test of the disruption hypothesis, what they see as 

relevant is an examination of fertility behaviour among migrants as they approach the time of migration 

as well as following migration. If for example, it is found that the recorded fertility of pople who 

actually migrate is lowered during the period approaching migration and in the period shortly after 

migration, but that it rebounds some time after migration, this would be a pattern that these analysts see 

as consistent with the predictions of the disruption hypothesis. 

While we admit that the mechanisms said to produce fertility disruption in this argument seem 

plausible to us, and while we have no quarrel with the analysis of fertility after migration, we consider 

the practice of estimating fertility for the time leading up to the migration as problematic. Using 

intensities is a way of handling the potential for behaviour. The behaviour need not materialize for 

everyone in the population segments that are subject to such a potential. We have already argued that 

the estimation of pre-migration fertility for manifest migrants is likely to under-estimate fertility in the 

sending population and therefore is likely to run the risk of appearing to confirm pre-migration 

childbearing disruption even where there is none. Our point is that the analyst in reality cannot know 

whether what looks like confirmation is produced by estimation bias (analytic distortion). 

As we have noted already, the approach that a study of fertility disruption is confined to 

migrants alone, is caused by the difficulty or impossibility of collecting data for the sending population 

in international migration. We do not believe that confining the analysis to migrants before migration is 

common practice in studies of internal migration, like that of Hoem and Nedoluzhko (2008), and we 

fail to see the fundamental difference between the two situations beyond the problem of data 

availability. Again the best practice would be to study migration and childbearing together rather than 
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one conditional on the other. If data are constricted to migrants alone, the analyst had better refrain 

from studying pre-migration fertility to avoid uncontrolled estimation bias. 

3c. Union formation and home purchase. Intentionality 

The literature contains some contributions (Feijten and Mulder 2002, Mulder and Wagner 1998, 

2001, Holland 2011) that at least for descriptive purposes (Mulder, private communication) advocate 

the inclusion of (unobserved) plans and intentions in discussions of the conditional before-and-after 

analyses that we focus on in this paper. The methodological issues connected with the association 

between marriage formation and home purchase are similar to those explicated already; one might even 

argue more strongly that marriage formation and home purchase are planned together as intentional 

behaviour. If intentionality is stressed, it may then appear (i) that the post-purchase marriage intensity 

is larger than the pre-purchase intensity (i.e., that 1 0α α> ) and (ii) that the purchase intensity is larger 

after than before marriage formation (i.e., that 1 0β β> ). This fits with an argument about intentional 

behaviour in house purchasing and in marriage formation, an argument that we find pretty convincing 

in principle. Unfortunately, for a period close to the conditioning event the conditional pre-and-post-

event approach tends to overestimate 1α  when 1 0β β> and to overestimate 1β  when 1 0α α> , as we 

have shown above.  (Thus, incidentally, the conditional pre-and-post event procedure does not always 

lead to an under-estimation of the A-process intensities before the index event.) The problem is that the 

conditional pre-and-post-event approach does not allow the user to distinguish between on the one hand 

the bias produced by anticipatory analysis and on the other hand the effects of intentional behaviour, 

however convincing the latter may be in theoretical argumentation. The bias of the estimates remains if 

one only includes homebuyers in the empirical analysis. The only sure way to account for intentionality 

is to include explicit information about it in the data collection. Failing such information, the analyst is 

better advised to investigate both processes simultaneously based on data on all transitions in the state 
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space, as we have explained already. In other cases where this is not possible, then the analyst should 

rather abstain from a conditional before-and-after study.  

These problems will not go away even if even if one argues that the sequence of the two 

processes may largely depend on chance (i.e., whether one buys the house shortly before or shortly 

after marriage may depend on the housing market and be purely accidental). The interference of chance 

should be handled explicitly and not by conditioning on the outcome in one of the interacting 

processes. 

3d. Potential application to the analysis of mortality  

There is an interesting parallel to these issues in mortality analysis, and perhaps the lack of 

activity in studying pre-event behaviour without any information beyond the time (and perhaps cause) 

of death is indicative of difficulties that must be kept in mind: In studies of cause-specific mortality one 

can assume for sure that an individual who dies from a given chronic disease (say cancer) has been sick 

with the disease for a period toward the end of his or her life, and this cannot fail to have influenced 

behaviour on other dimensions. With the possible exception of Andersson and Sobolev (2001) we are 

not aware of any attempt to take such unobserved disease periods into consideration in mortality 

studies.  

4. General theory 

For our general argument we let A and B be any two interacting concurrent processes on the 

individual level. In a Markov-chain formulation the intensities are 0( )tα for the A-transition where the 

event A occurs at a time when B has not occurred, 1( )tα for the occurrence of A after B, 0 ( )tβ is the 

intensity of the occurrence of B at a time when A has not occurred, and 1( )tβ is the intensity of the 

occurrence of B after A has occurred. When the four statuses are numbered from 0 to 3 as indicated in 

Figure 1, then 0( )tα  is the intensity for the transition from State 0 to 1 at process time t, 1( )tα is the 
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intensity for the transition from State 2 to 3 at process time t, 0( )tβ  is the intensity for the transition 

from state 0 to 2 at process time t, and 1( )tβ is the corresponding intensity for the transition from State 

1 to State 3, as indicated in the figure. A proper before-and-after analysis of the A process consists in 

comparing (an estimate of) 0( )tα  with (an estimate of) 1( )tα . 

To pick up the effect of conditioning on an occurrence of the process B in the analysis of 

process A, we define a conditional intensity ( | )Ar s t  by the relation 

( | ) { ( , ) | }Ar s t ds P event A occurs in s s ds A has not occurred before time s and B first occurs at time t= +

= { ( , ) ( , )}
{ ( , )}
P A first occurs in s s ds and B first occurs in t t dt

P A does not occur before time s and B first occurs in t t dt
+ +

+
.            (1) 

Then ( | )Ar s t , or an approximation to it, is what is estimated by the computations at the positive and 

negative time axis as described above, depending on whether s>t or s t< . Corresponding to the 

positive and negative times we now treat the cases t<s and t>s separately, as follows. 

 First consider positive occurrence times (s>t). The transitions in Figure 1 that are involved in 

the numerator in (1) above, amount to the following scenario:  

“Stay in State 0 up to time t, then move to State 2 in the interval ( , )t t dt+ ,                (2) 

  and subsequently stay in State 2 through time s”. 

The corresponding probability is 00 0 22(0, ) ( ) ( , )p t t dt p t sβ , where in each instance ( , )ijp x y is the 

probability of moving to State j by time y for someone who is in State i at time x. This gives us an 

expression for the numerator in the long fraction in (1). A corresponding expression for the 

denominator consists of the elements in the first row of (2), followed by a transition from State 2 to 

State 3 in the interval ( , )s s ds+ . Therefore, the denominator is 00 0 22(0, ) ( ) ( , )p t t dt p t sβ 1( )s dsα . 

Dividing out factors common to the numerator and denominator in (1) thus gives ( | )Ar s t = 1( )sα  when 

s>t. This shows that the estimand of the procedure used after the index time of occurrence of an event 

on process B is the post-B transition intensity for the event A. This mirrors general results for all kinds 
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of counting processes (Andersen et al., 1993) and is normally taken for granted without further 

reflection. In the migration-and-childbearing situation it means that at least as far as the analysis of 

fertility after in-migration is concerned, it can be carried out with no specific danger of estimation bias, 

as has been exploited by Andersson (2004), Andersson and Scott (2005), Kulu and Vikat (2007), 

Milewski (2008), and innumerable others.   

 Next consider the situation when s<t (corresponding to negative occurrence times). Then the 

transitions from Figure 1 that correspond to the numerator in (1) are as follows: 

 “Stay in State 0 until time s, and then follow one of the following disjoint alternatives: 

              either (i) also stay on in State 0 until time t, and then move to State 2 before time t+dt,  

              or (ii) move to State 1 by time t and then move from State 1 to State 3 before time t+dt”. 

The probability for such a scenario is 00 00 0 01 1(0, )[ ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ]p s p s t t dt p s t t dtβ β+ . The transitions 

involved in the denominator in (1) are as follows: 

“Stay in State 0 until time s, then move to State 1 by time s+ds, then stay there until time  

  t, and subsequently move to State 3 by time t+dt ”. 

The corresponding probability is 00 0 11 1(0, ) ( ) ( , ) ( )p s s ds p s t t dtα β . When we combine the latter two 

formulas and remove factors that cancel, we get  

 11 1
0

00 0 01 1

( , ) ( )( | ) ( )
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )A

p s t tr s t s
p s t t p s t t

β α
β β

=
+

.                             (3) 

Estimating the transition rate for the Process A for times before the index occurrence of event B 

therefore does not provide an unbiased estimator for the pre-B transition rate 0 ( )sα of A except in 

special cases (to which we return below). Instead we get the correct transition rate 0 ( )sα multiplied by 

a distortion factor  

11 1

00 0 01 1

( , ) ( )( , )
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )A

p s t ts t
p s t t p s t t

βϕ
β β

=
+

 .                                  (4) 
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For values of s<t close to the time t of occurrence of B, the distortion factor is close to  

1 0lim ( , ) ( ) / ( )As t s t t tϕ β β↑ = ,                                                  (5) 

which shows that there is little distortion of 0 ( )sα  at negative times close to the index event if the risk 

of an occurrence of B is largely independent of whether A has occurred or not (in which case 

0 1( ) ( )t tβ β≈ ).  Otherwise one must count on the possibility that there can be considerable systematic 

distortion in the estimates of 0 ( )sα produced for times before the occurrence of the (conditioning) 

index event on the B process, and one should probably avoid making such estimates. In particular, if 

1 0( ) ( )t tβ β< , such computations will underestimate the intensity 0 ( )sα at times just before t.  

Let us pursue the idea of non-differential intensities for B, which means that ( )i tβ is 

independent of i, i.e., ( ) ( )i t tβ β=  for the same function ( )tβ for both values of i. In this case 

11( , ) exp{ ( ) }
t

s
p s t u duβ= −∫  and 0 0( , ) ( , ) exp{ ( ) } 0,1

t

j j s
p s t p s t u du for jβ= − =∫ ,  

where 0 ( , )jp s t  is the value that one will get for 0 ( , )jp s t  when ( ) 0tβ ≡ . (Thus 0 ( , )jp s t  is what is 

sometimes called a partial probability; see Hoem 1969.)  Therefore, exp{ ( ) } ( )
t

s
u du tβ β−∫  is a common 

factor in the numerator and denominator of the distortion factor in (4), which means that it cancels and 

leaves just 1 in the numerator. In the denominator, 00 0( , ) exp{ ( ) }
t

s
p s t u duα= −∫  and 

01 00 0 0( , ) ( , ) ( ) 1 exp{ ( )
t t

s s
p s t p s u u du u duα α= = − −∫ ∫ , so the whole denominator is also identically equal 

to 1. [In fact, we must have 00 01( , ) ( , ) 1p s t p s t+ ≡  because from State 0 there is nowhere else to go than 

to one of the States 0 and 1 between times s and t when 0 1( ) ( ) 0t tβ β≡ ≡ .] Thus ( , ) 1A s tϕ ≡  and there 

is no distortion when 0 1( ) ( )t tβ β≡ , i.e., when there is no differentiality in the B process. [In statistical 

terminology going back to a fundamental paper by Schweder (1970), B is then said to be locally 
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independent of A. Note that when B is locally independent, the non-distortion result holds and we get 

no estimation bias before the B event. Establishing whether B is locally independent is normally likely 

to be a project in itself, however.]  

These arguments carry over to a situation where the intensities depend on a (possibly 

multidimensional) covariate, say X, which most likely will include individual age (Milewski 2008, 

Andersson 2004, Andersson and Scott 2005, Kulu 2006 and elsewhere, Kulu and Vikat 2007, 

Nedoluzhko and Andersson 2007, and many others. Subdividing the in-migrants according to their 

region of origin is a special case.) In this case the functions that define the distortion factor will also 

depend on X and so will the distortion itself, which we can now call ( , , )A s t Xϕ . If the (X-dependent) 

intensities 0 ( , )t Xβ  and 1( , )t Xβ  are coinciding functions of X and t (the local-independence case), 

then ( , , )A s t Xϕ 1≡  and there is no estimation bias. If the β  intensities differ from each other, then 

there may be noticeable estimation bias.  

This covers the case of observed heterogeneity, in that X is taken to represent observed 

characteristics of the individuals. Alternatively or additionally, the intensities may be subject to 

unobserved heterogeneity which varies from individual to individual and which is structured in a 

manner which makes individuals who have higher childbearing intensities also have lower migration 

intensities and conversely lets individuals with higher migration intensities also have lower fertility. 

This may be quite plausible and is a different way of obtaining the effect we have sought to cover so far 

by our specification of the relationships between the basic intensities. (For a particularly clear 

specification of this nature, see Kulu 2006.) For the analyst who is confronted with data collected 

conditionally on the  occurrence of a migratory event it is a problem, however, that (as far as we know) 

all methods that can be used to reveal the existence and effect of unobserved heterogeneity require data 

both for individuals who migrate and for those who do not. If data are not available for migrants and 

non-migrants alike, the analyst has no way of determining whether the relations between the fertility 
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observed before and after migration is caused by features of reality or by the method of analysis. This 

unresolved feature (produced by the presence of heterogeneity) will appear in similar form in all our 

illuminating examples, and instead of repeating it in each instance we have disregarded both observed 

and unobserved heterogeneity in the rest of our discussion in this paper. 

As we have noted before, the accounts above contain very simple specifications of the 

behaviour in question. Another way of making them a bit more realistic is to let the post-B intensity for 

the process A depend on the duration d since the occurrence of B and thus be a function 1( , )s dα . 

Similarly one can let the post-A intensity for B be some function 1( , )t dβ  that depends on the duration 

d since the occurrence of A, as in work by Kulu (2005) and elsewhere. Duration-dependent intensities 

make formulas such as those for distortion factors considerably more complex, but the principles 

remain the same, in fact estimates of the intensities at times on the positive axis of process time are 

unbiased while estimates of the intensities at negative process times are biased except in special cases.  

We can also include births of orders after the first and more migration events than the single 

one used in the arguments above, in the spirit of Figure 6.2 in the book by Courgeau and Lelièvre 

(1992). Again such specifications can be handled by simple extensions of our arguments; in fact 

multiple birth orders are handled most easily by treating each birth order separately, as demographers 

are prone to do. (See for instance Kulu 2006.) In each case the structure of the outcome is the same, 

and in particular A-process estimates are unbiased when the B-process is locally independent. In 

practice, however, it is probably at least as hard to establish such local independence as it is to study 

the two interacting processes A and B, each in its own right. 

5. Conclusions 

In the analysis of two interacting behaviours it is always best to study all transition intensities 

involved and to use data that make this possible. In general this will allow the analyst to compare pre-
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index-time with post-index-time behaviour without the risk of estimation biases. Otherwise, condition-

ing on one behaviour in the analysis of another will normally introduce distortions in the analysis 

unless the process on which the analyst conditions (Process B) has non-differential transition intensities 

with respect to the behaviour in focus (Process A) [i.e., unless B is locally independent of A]. In 

practice the conditional before-and-after type of analysis that is frequently carried out is likely to 

produce a distortion in the pre-B-event intensity estimate for the Process A in most cases and should 

therefore be avoided. In particular, it is good practice to refrain from trying to study fertility before 

migration on the basis of data confined to in-migrants or to study any behaviour A before event B only 

on the basis of those who experience B. Normally the analyst has little control over estimation biases in 

periods before the conditioning event and cannot safely distinguish between behavioural intentions and 

such biases. Intentions are best documented (if it can be done at all) from direct observation. If 

complete data are available, the unbiased procedure is to analyze all transition intensities. Studying 

each process conditionally on event-occurrence in the other (as is sometimes done) cannot be 

recommended as an alternative to analyzing all intensities in their own right, because a conditional 

both-ways analysis will just suffer from estimation biases in both directions. 
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